Structure-function relationships in photosynthetic membranes: Challenges and emerging fields.
Oxygenic photosynthesis is a fundamental biological process that shaped the earth's biosphere. The process of energy transformation is hosted in highly specialized thylakoid membranes that adjust their architecture in response to environmental cues at different structural levels leading to the adjustment of photosynthetic functions. This review presents structure-function dynamics ranging from the whole membrane system over the mesoscopic level (protein ensembles) down to interactions between lipids and protein complexes. On the whole membrane level, thylakoid membranes constantly change their overall shape (e.g. membranes swell and shrink or destack and stack) that controls vital functions of energy transformation. Furthermore, the physical connection and transition between stacked grana thylakoid and unstacked membrane regions that determines mass transport between these sub-compartments is a crucial open question. On the mesoscopic level, it turns out that reorganizations between disordered and ordered protein arrangements is central for light harvesting and lateral diffusion processes. It has to be unraveled how changes in mesoscopic protein organization are controlled. Finally, dynamic physicochemical properties of the lipid bilayer can determine the structure and organization of photosynthetic membrane proteins, a field that is highly neglected so far. This review focusses on open questions and challenging problems in photosynthesis research.